National Conference on Networking and computing Technologies: Paper presentation on 4G technology on 10.8.2012 in Veltech Multitech, Dr. R. Rengarajan Engineering college. The following students attended the conference: S. Geed Priya (IV), R. V. Durga Devi (IV), and A. E. Anusha Mary (IV).

Project Expo
The department of Information Technology held a PROJECT EXPO on 18.01.2013 that was Coordinated by Mr. R. Senthil Kumar.

Software Contest
The department of Information Technology held a PROJECT EXPO on 5.1.2013 that was Coordinated by Ms. R. Dharani.

Industrial Visit
132 Students of II year IT department went to an industrial visit on 05.07.2012 to Jeppiar Milk Products Pvt Ltd, Thirvanamalai.

132 Students of II IT department went to an industrial visit on 14.07.2012 to India Meteorological department.
Various aspiring students attended different workshops among various colleges.

1. MIT Anna University - Workshop was conducted on 03.10.2012 to 05.10.2012.
   Topic of Recent Development of Neural Networks, the students participated are:
   T.Sangeetha(III)
   L.Veeralakshmi(III)
   V.Indumathi(III)
   E.Umamaheswari(III)

2. Anna University - Workshop was conducted on 05.10.2012 & 06.10.2012.
   Topic of Semiconductor solutions for wireless networks, the students participated are:
   R.Divya(III)
   J.Preethi(III)
   B.Sejeno Raj(III)
   L.Veeralakshmi(III)
   V.Indumathi(III)
   E.Umamaheswari(III)

3. SRM University - Workshop was conducted on 26.09.2012 to 28.09.2012.
   Topic of Developing applications for Android and BlackBerry Platforms, the students participated are:
   Manideepan(IV)
   P.B.Sandeep kumar(IV)
   M.Jeeva(IV)
   Aniruth sabapathy(IV)
   K.C.Arunkumar(IV)

Various Students has attended SYMPOSIUMS of different colleges and participated and won prizes in Technical and Non-Technical.

- **Bios 12 - Self-Healing** on 08-10-2012 & 09-10-2012 at SCSVMV University
  K.Koteshwari(IV) P.Suganya(IV) won Second price

- **Kaizen ’12 - Web OS using Data mining** on 08-10-2010 at RMK Engineering College, the students who participated are:
  T.Sangeetha(III) Y. Snehalatha Sribharathi(III)

- **Cybernautix2k12** - Paper presentation on 24-09-2012 at RMK Engineering College, the students who participated are:
  L.Veeralakshmi(III) V.Indumathi(III)

- **AMETROS 2k12 - Debugging** on 29-12-2012 at Anand Institute of Higher Technology, the students who participated are:
  Y. Snehalatha Sribharathi(III)

- **Paradigm3k12 - Photography contest**

- **ITreate’12 - Online Photography** on 03.08.2012 at Sri Sairam Engineering college
  AniruthG.Sabapathy(IV) won 1st place

- **ORCUS’12 - Paper presentation** on 14-09-2012 at SVIST, the students who participated are:
  V.Josphine(III), S.ReshmaDevi(III) and won 3rd place

- **Luminate ver 12 - Artificial Neural Networks** on 29-09-2012 at Hindustan University, the students who participated are:
  T.Sangeetha(III year)
Various aspiring students attended different workshop among various collages

Network Security
A workshop was conducted on “Network Security” at Anna University on 20.07.2012. The following students attended the workshops:
S.SujanThanu(IV Year)

Cybercrime and Network Security
A workshop was conducted on “Cybercrime and Network Security” at Panimalar Engineering college from 10.08.2012 to 11.08.2012. The following students attended the workshops:
C.SaiKiran(III Year)

Various Students has attended SYMPOSIUMS of different collages and participated and won prizes in Technical and Non-Technical CHIMERA 12
A symposium was conducted at Madha institute of technology on 29-12-2012. Josphine(III year) and S.Reshmadevi(III year) of IT participated in Paper presentation event.

AMETROS 2k12
A symposium was conducted at Anand Institute of Higher Technology on 29-12-2012. Y. Snehalatha Sribharathi(III) of IT participated in Debugging event.
CONFERENCES

National Conference INOMAS-13
It was conducted on 30.09.2013 at Veltech. S. Vigneshwari(III) S. Sindhuja(III ) participated in Paper Presentation on the topic “Traffic Signal Using Solar Panel”

International conference-ACITY
The conference was on “Improvement and performance of mobile environment using both cloud and text computing” held on 03.10.2013.the students who attended the conference is: P.Hannah jeniffer U.Lakshmi priya Jeff mounica Fathima

Orientations Program on Aptitude
It was conducted every Wednesday by the co-ordinator Mrs.S.Irin Shirley

DATAMATION
This Magazine contains The professional activities and student activities on the Technical and Non-Technical events
This Magazine shows the list of Events takes place in the ODD semester (2012-2013)